
Parent and Professional Testimonials

Cyndi Pattee Lundy (Speech Pathologist)

I just bought Gemiini for a client. I am an SLP and I must say, I've only used it for 2 sessions, and I am 
quite intrigued by the responses I got from my client!! I'm very excited about this!!! Thank you Jaymie 
Cutting for forwarding this product to me and for writing a testimonial that seems to capture exactly what
this powerful tool can do for some of our clients!

Amy Cable Troyer
Gemiini Secret Discussion Page
16 mins
.A total bragging moment. Ryan today is blowing his speech therapist out of the water and she has not 
seen him in 2 weeks. She asked him how he was he said "fine, how are you?" We have been wanting this 
back and forth conversation forever!!! He did it!!!!

 
Kate Steventon (parent)
Secret Gemiini Discussion Group
Yesterday at 7:31am
.
"We started in September when my son mainly spoke in 2 word sentences ("want drink"). Anything 
longer than that, the structure of his sentences made no sense at all (autism and pragmatic language 
disorder). His receptive language was also really poor and most of the time he'd just say yes to everything
I said because he didn't know any other way to respond. All this has changed with Gemiini, and last week
my son who used to act like other kids didn't exist stood up in front of his class for show and tell and 
asked and answered everybody's questions for ten minutes with no support. I'm sharing this all over the 
place because I think everyone who has a disability or condition which effects speech development 
should try this x"

Christine H. 
Gemiini Secret Discussion Board
Los Angeles, CA

"Tonight my almost six year old, who is becoming more verbal every day thanks to Gemiini, said the 
words every parent wants to hear. Quite honestly, I didn't think she would say them until she was around 
seven or eight due to Down syndrome and moderate apraxia! She said - "I love Mommy." Then she said 
it again! Be still my heart. Looked me right in the eye and said it! Aahhh....."

Nikki S. (Parent)
Gemiini Secret Discussion Board

Can I just report what we have experienced so far with this program. My daughter has Down syndrome, 
autism, and is non-verbal. Her receptive language is fine but her expressive language is non-existent. She
used to sign and speak several words when she was little but lost all expressive language at the age of 3-



4. She is 9 now. I had little faith in the Gemiini program as we have tried everything to help her to speak 
or even sign. We decided to give the program 6 months. We started Jan 14, 2015 with quick start 3 
times/day with meals. Some days we only got to two sessions, and the weekends were hit-and-miss. Then
February sickness hit and we were unable to do any kind of therapy or schooling for the entire month. 
We started up

 the Gemiini program again in March 2015 (three days ago) so that makes a total of two and a half weeks 
we have been applying the program. Today my darling daughter STARTED EXPRESSING WORDS 
AND SOUNDS. This is what she said: apple, ball, fish, go, green means go, guh (sound of letter g), D 
(name of letter), duh (sound of letter), and she is expressing sound effects along with the apps she plays 
with on the iPad. Granted, the words are garbled and hard to understand, but the important thing is she is 
expressing language. It's a giant start for all of us. I want to cry happy tears. We now see a brighter future
for all of us! Thank you!

SIX MONTHS PROGRESS REPORT FOR GEMIINI WITH DS

Michelle F.
Gemiini Secret Discussion Board
My son just turned 7. We've been on the videos for 6 months. I use a lot of the Encouraging Conversation
videos and I noticed he drops less words now. Also there is an articulation section and the closeups of the
mouth saying the words and dragging out the sounds have helped with some words he could never say 
clearly previously, esp some sounds and 3 syllable words. He is also asking more questions and more 
variety in his sentences.

We didn't see much results with some Quick Starts like animal sounds, transport or lists of items like 
food, etc., but he did love watching them, so we allowed it to keep his interest. We saw more impact on 
his spontaneous spoken language when we moved on to social skills, encouraging conversation, wh 
questions, school routine, fading the prompt, action words, prepositions, and pronouns videos.

Editing was quite easy but it took us a while to start doing it as our schedule was so crazy. 

AFTER 6 MONTHS: SUCCESS FOR A NON-VERBAL 13 YEAR OLD!

T. Roller (parent)
Gemiini Discussion Board
Laura Kasbar just wanted to let you know my son for the first time pointed to his body parts! I am 
thrilled he is 13 and this is the first time he's ever done this. He seems to be processing things faster thank
you for your encouragement for me to stick with the program just when I want to give up he shows me 
that he is learning things. He has been watching on and off (due to health issues) for around 6 months. He
never seemed like he was getting much out of the videos and then all of a sudden he began to show me 
that he knew his body parts when I asked him to point to them he is also been moving his mouth some 
while watching other videos on TV. . Like you explained "All of a Sudden" it just clicked!



Melissa Martin (Parent)

This totally works! My kids are doing GemIIni with rockstar results. Our intermittent speech therapist 
was stunned after 1 month! The grandmothers nearly fell over when they saw him again on Skype. I am 
delighted. My little boy has now started to actually converse with me!

Severe apraxia? No problem! We've got "Daddy"!

Nicole S. (Parent):
My son is 3 years old with ASD and severe apraxia. We are only 1 month into using GemIIni and we can
see improvements each day with him. He clearly said Daddy for the first time last week....it made me 
cry! Although he has not said it again I can see there is hope He is making new sounds each day and is 
more engaged when we talk to him now. You can actually see him watching our mouths when we talk to 
him! My son has been in speech therapy since he was 18 months old with no real success. He really 
enjoys watching the Gemiini videos and is now making the hand gestures for the different animals when 
the person asks "what sound does a animal make. It is only small steps but it is only early days for us.

Erin Rowan
Gemiini Secret Discussion Board

C... (7 years old with Down syndrome) just read me the printed version of Quick Start book 1 in it's 
entirety without picture cues (no pictures, just text on page). I am over the moon! She is a very reluctant 
reader, and she viewed the book well under the recommended number of viewing times because I was 
still trying to figure out what would hold her interest when I customized it, and it was starting to really 
tick her off. We switched to book 2 a week or so ago, and until tonight, she refused to attempt to read 
book 1. Normally, children with Down syndrome are visual learners, and they learn to read easily, but 
C...... has some oculomotor issues that make it extra challenging. I'm so grateful for the large print books 
at Gemiini! We may finally be getting somewhere!!!

Melissa M.
Gemiini Secret Face Book Discussion Board

Just another rave about this program as well as some details on how we are using it in case that is helpful 
to new parents.

So before Gemiini, my son (who just turned 4) could not say the word "4" and could not count in order. 
After a week of watching Gemiini he started counting to 12 perfectly with a lot of "teen" approximations 
for the teens! Something has just lit up inside him. He was always a quiet child, timid with trying words 
as he knew they did not come out right. Now he is shining, naming everything he can, cheerfully trying 
new words, repeating everything he can, asking questions, pointing and naming, telling me things! The 
joy he has in this new-found skill that he now feels he can master is so beautiful to watch. Now my heart 
has lit up too! I feel I am getting to know him better as finally we can have basic conversations, he will 
try to tell me things, ask questions, make that connection with me. I am so happy, thank you Laura 
Kasbar and Gemiini team, giving my son the gift of speech is making him shine! Everyone is noticing, a 
ST who tested him just two months before was amazed (and that was after one month of watching), his 
grandmothers were stunned and friends notice.

https://www.facebook.com/pages/GemIIni/397017983647520
https://www.facebook.com/pages/GemIIni/397017983647520


At first I just watched whatever jumped out at me. Now I am going through the Quick Start Curriculum. I
took the first animal video and then added in some custom session things and some higher interest things 
for my son. Total video will be about 10-15 mins. Then mid week I will jumble the order around a bit. 
My kids don't love Gemiini, but will watch if it changes weekly and changes a little bit during the week. 
My kids refuse to watch it more than once in a sitting so we are only watching a video once through, and 
are only watching once or twice a day. We have never formally tested, but both kids will start repeating 
what they are seeing so I am calling it good. So we are not doing it to the recommended formula but I am
saying this here to show that Gemiini still works even if you are worried that you are not using it right. 
Watch your children and figure out what works for them and trust your instincts. It is a fantastic tool. 
Thank you so much Gemiini team!

Natalia Gardella
Gemiini Secret Discussion Board
February 10 at 5:38am ·

My son loves Gemiini. Yesterday we did lots of stuff on the website. Videos, sequential processing, 
associative memory game and at the end I set up few tests. We have been doing Gemiini for 3+ months 
and my son is 5 almost 6 with ASD dx. Had lots of words in his head but couldn't quite get them out. His 
expressive language was pretty poor. Gemiini seems to be unlocking things in his head I had no idea 
existed. He is now reacting so much faster when asked a question, echolalia has improved dramatically, 
in the beginning he really couldn't do an expressive test and yesterday he aced it. He is asking questions 
about things and never thought he cared about. Like "what are you eating mom?" Or when I asked him 
what he did at school he said "I did independent reading!"
I feel very encouraged!!!

Linda M.
Secret Gemiini Discussion Board
2 hrs
"Gemini must trigger something in their brain that nothing else has thus far done. Less than one week and
we are amazed!!! I was the biggest skeptic. My nearly 6 yr old child has Ds and Apraxia. She is speaking
unprompted words and phrases. Prior to this it was a rare unprompted word and basically never an 
unprompted phrase. Almost seems to good to be true, but we are hooked. I do watch the videos with her 
most of the time and then also incorporate the lessons into our play and life."

Erica W.
Gemiini Secret Discussion Board
2 hrs ·

HE SAID BIRD!!! And what sorta sounded like cat, but definitely BIRD! Second time watching the 
video for my non verbal, almost 3 year old and when it was covering bird he turned and looked at me and
said bird a couple times. I almost died!!! He's been trying sounds for a long time but nothing that ever 
makes any real sense. I'm so excited!



Hayley M
4 hrs ·
Ok so we started 3.2 today and E.. fussed and put her arm up and carried on - I had to go feed the puppy 
and as soon as I walked away she stopped fussing - I was in the other room listening next thing she is 
saying COW clear as a bell, woof woof woof, dog, rrrr (cheetah) prior to GEMIINI if u showed E.. a cow
she would sign and "mmmm" for moo she has NEVER attempted to say "cow" and it was so clear. When
I came back into the room she pointed to the cow and said "cow" and as I'm typing this she said "bird" 
clearly. Oh My Gosh..Loving GEMIINI.

Kylie Jane
I have been using it for my 3 year old son for the past 5 weeks. He was pretty much non-verbal and has 
responded extremely well to the program. He is speaking full sentences, pointing to animals and different
objects we see out and about and is trying super hard to communicate with us verbally all the time. 
(Laura I was going to put something together for you to use for other potential Australian candidates 
once we hit the 8 week mark, overall it has been a wonderful experience for our little Max, thank you!) 
Jo I am more than happy to chat if you'd like to inbox me. I live near Sydney.

Janette Popovic
Yes me too from Australia Sydney, have been using GemIIni for 6 weeks. My son is 8 with autism non-
verbal completely but slowly make some gains like more eye contact, watching our mouths when talking,
& trying some new sounds. I know it's a longer haul for us but he has made more gains with this program
in a such a short period than years of other therapies. Highly recommended this program. You can PM 
me too. 

Lida S.
I seem to be holding my breath- because I am seeing so much more interaction, explaining of emotions, 
confidence in talking and answering questions and in general just more communication and language. 
From that one little video "explain" (why her tongue is blue)- my daughter is explaining things more to 
me and not hesitant. Before, it was always "I don't know" if I asked her. 
From the video "Lucy, why are you mad? Why are you mad? Because they have bubbles and I don't!" - is
coming explanations of why she is worried and mad about things. Today, she told me that she was 
worried about missing out of a class with her friends because of having to work in the cafeteria for the 
5th graders!!! Oh my- I have a continual smile on my face because of all that is blooming.

She is also- very intent on pronouncing new vocabulary correcting. She looks at my mouth and repeats 
the vocab word over and over with very good artic.

Loving it !!!:-)



Cia M. (Parent)
“Initially our speech therapist was not on board with this program, until she heard Jacob say 'bear' a word
he wouldn't say despite months of her trying. The speech therapist watched a few sessions to see what it 
was all about, she agreed it could work for us but had concerns on the pronouncing of the words as we 
are Australian. Imagine her surprise when Jacob doesn't pronounce the words as they on the 
program.......yesterday she encouraged me to buy a cable to use the program on the TV from our ipad! 
Not only has she admitted Gemiini is a program for us, but suggests using it on the TV for better 
display."

Layla H. S. 
Gemiini Secret Discussion Board

I am amazed and so grateful. My son has ASD (mild to medium), is 2 1/2 yrs old and I have only 
introduced him to Gemiini under 1 month ago. I can't begin to tell you the progress he is making. He is 
repeating and USING words he has heard on the videos, but more than anything his social interaction and
eye contact has gone through the roof! He is copying us more in language and socially and WATCHING 
us more. Everyone has noticed the difference from family to professionals. 
I am excited for his future. I live in Australia so I'm wondering if the 'accent' may become an issue... We 
will see but I'd rather him be verbal with an accent than say nothing at all lol.

Yours in Gratitude, 
Layla
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Layla,

We find that the students do begin with and American accent, but switch to their parents' accents pretty 
quickly,

Best,
Laura

We have been watching the Gemiini videos for about two months now. We watch at least three times 
per day. My son was completely nonverbal when we started. I have school and in home aba on board so
he watches once at school once during in home aba and once with mommy. He is imitating the lizard, 
the bear, tiger and lion sounds. He can say fish, sheep, bear,arm,hi,bye and so many other words that 
are not even on the videos. It seems like there is a new word every day. Yesterday he said book and 
poptart, every teacher and therapist we see has commented on Leo's amazing progress. Thank you 
Gemiini.

Cynthia Golden Davis -Parent



Hi Gemiini,

Well.... I don't know what to say!!
We have only done about 10 sessions and already Freddie is making better eye contact AND saying 
new words AND putting more and more words together!! I am astonished!!!!!!

Vicky Cook -Parent

My wee one isn't talking yet but is much more switched on and has started with some animal noises 
that's about 8 weeks in. Which is mega for us. But seems small for others. I'm in this for the journey and
baby steps forward is better than what we have been getting with regular therapies on NHS. This is 
brilliant I have been raving about it to everyone and trying to show them it could help so many more!!! 
Shown it to our Health Visitor yesterday and she was quite taken aback with the program and the 
progress my wee one has made. She even said he looks different and acts different. This program truly 
has given my family hope back, we were in a very scary place of not knowing how to help and reach 
my precious baby with no real options or support from so called professionals it was all very reactive 
where as we feel this is very proactive in helping. Also want to say my youngest watches the videos 
with his big brother and has said apple today. He is 11 months NT so I think it's helping him too!!!! 
Sorry I'm just so emotional about this whole program. So thankful we found it !!!!

Sammie Stewart  -Parent

My son is 5 and non verbal , we are only on the second week , no words but my son loves watching the 
bear and has started to make the bear noise !! Just that little noise is amazing ! I know it's all going to 
take time but I can really see how this works with our kiddies  xx

Sheryl Blecher -Parent

"She has made huge improvements since we started back in August. The NHS speech therapist have 
said they no longer need to visit her at school as her speech has developed so much and (the therapist) 
called me yesterday to say she was impressed with her speech after not seeing her for the past three 
weeks."

-Parent

My son watched some yesterday and some this morning. I didn't get much out of him.. or so I thought!
His dad and I both heard him say 'kiddy, kiddy, caaaaat, tiger' well after watching it. Not sure if it was 
our imagination.. he says a lot of things that sort of sound like words but aren't.

His babysister (5 months old) got mad when we turned the videos off, she'd been peeking at them the 
whole time!



And 6 year old brother was watching along yesterday and was reading the words.. so he's getting 
something out of it too. And he likes going 'rawr'.

It really seems to appeal to all of them. 

Sietske van Schaik -Parent

"I got this for my almost 3 year old son who is completely non verbal. It's truly amazing. He watches 
the videos and has started to try and talk. The price is on a sliding scale so you can ask for a lower price
if you can't afford it, they will not turn any child away that needs help. They charge your credit card 
every month. You can watch the videos as many times as you like and there is a ton of them. You can 
also watch on any device. You just sign into your account and your ready to go. It is really worth it in 
my eyes. It's amazing to see my boy mouthing words and trying to mimic the videos. He would never 
give me that much attention. He even looks at books now something he wouldn't do before we got 
Gemiini, I could go on and on!!!!" 

Tara Hepp -Parent

We just started Gemiini yesterday and I too see an increase in genuine eye contact and mouth watching.
He smiles easily and seems to want more interaction. It is interesting. I am still amazed that he watches 
so intently, even at the faces. It's so unlike him to look at faces like  that. I am so pleased with the small 
steps of progress I've seen in just 4 session.

Erika Clayton -Parent

We are now into our 2nd week of using GemIIni. We have moved on from the animals as she had said 
many of their names + sounds and it felt like she needed a change. She has been learning about the 
names of the parts of the body in amongst some other things like learning to take instructions, 'sit down'
'stand' 'run'...The parts of the body videos have been great to work alongside her, as I point at the screen
and say the word and then point to her nose, her chin and she giggles and she even said 'cheek', she has 
started to point out things too which is lovely. The words are definitely coming more easily since we 
have been using Gemiini but there have been other changes in Iris's behaviour, she is more interested in 
looking at me when I talk to her and she smiles more at me looking at my eyes and mouth which is 
something she generally avoids. Over the past year her eye contact has been improving but there has 
been a definite leap forward in that area this week. She is also starting to link a few of the words she 
knows together saying what she wants so a massive improvement there. Gemiini seems to not only help
with the language that she is learning in the videos but gives her a boost to say the other words she has 
been storing away in her head over the past years.

Arabella -Parent



My son's language is disorganised and had been stuck for almost a year. We've only been doing this for 
a couple of weeks and finally he's using the correct pronouns! His sentences are also getting longer and 
more complex. Very exciting and I can't wait to see how his language develops this year. He also loves 
the kids in the videos x.

Kate Steventon -Parent

"Dear Laura,

We have had some very exciting success with Gemiini in our classroom. While verbal language is not 
yet a consistent or reliable skill for our students, we see daily progress toward verbal expressive 
language! With this being our first full week of school, we are hopeful that consistency and repetition 
will yield exciting news in the near future. On a personal note, I have to tell you that Gemiini has 
provided professional excitement for me. Circle time used to be a portion of the day that was a struggle 
for everyone involved because of the intense effort needed on everyone's part. And the intense effort 
generally provided very little verbal gain. Now, with Gemiini as a focal point of the circle time 
experience, children are independently engaged and we are already seeing some forward progress!! 
Children and adults alike are not only working, but ENJOYING circle time now!

I have to credit Gemiini for the change. We have used video prompting before. And yes, the children 
were slightly more attentive; but no more interactive with the videos. However, with the Gemiini video 
modeling, we are seeing extended attending,and imitative intent with very little / zero stress! We are 
continuing Gemiini type prompting by carrying the video content through all aspects of our day. It is so
nice to come to work anticipating the success that we know we will see with Gemiini. Thank you for all
you have done to get us this far!

Thank you again! There are no words to adequately describe the joy of seeing a child's lips come 
together as he begins to initiate an imitation of an animal sound at the video's prompting. The hope and 
promise we are seeing is remarkable!

Best Regards, K..."  -Teacher

We just got this started for my son and it is awesome... 
Phil Moya -Parent

We started using it for our daughter with Down Syndrome she is doing great! We love the reading 
program.

Katie Blake Merritt -Parent



August 20th
"I'd just like to add that I signed up yesterday and sat with my son for an hour he is nearly 3 and he tried
to say cat (at) and fish (sh) and made a moo sound. None of these he has made before, currently he only
has 3 words which he can't enunciate well."

August 21th
"I'm putting them on at every meal or snack time he said apple this morning. I feel like turning 
cartwheels!!!! 24 hours in and he has said a full word, a sound, and attempted many more. Even him 
copying the most pronounced sound like the d in bread is amazing!!"

Samantha Watkins -Parent

Hi Laura,

I have started using QuickStart language with my 8yr old son who has DS and is non verbal. He is 
responding well and within a couple days is attempting to say crab and fish which is exciting. I have 
given his classroom teacher his login details and she would like to involve the whole class to see if 
gemiini would benefit other students which is fabulous. We would like to purchase gemiini for the 
entire centre to utilise however admin only allows funding for research-based therapy, so I guess my 
question is, do you have anything I can provide as evidence that gemiini would be an amazing asset to 
my child's school?

Thank you, 
K..... -Parent

"Hello Everybody- I just wanted to post something very interesting with one of my patients who is 
using GemIIni. This a boy with autism, 11 years-old, who has had no functional language (mostly some
babble, and some approximations for "Ma Ma" with the /m/ sound). I was doing an in home 
observation today. He was watching GemIIni and he saw the word "milk" on the screen. He turned to 
me while watching the video and smiled, saying "mmm..iii...llk!" and stood up, walked to the 
refrigerator, opened the door and took out the milk carton. He looked at me again and said "milk" and I 
got him a glass of milk, poured one for the both of us, and we sat there with huge smiles talking about 
the milk we were drinking. This was probably the quickest generalization of a GemIIni video I've ever 
seen. Awesome."

Dr. Maria Gilmour, BCBA-D

I am in shock. Please know I am just a parent of a very special little boy who has spent the last three 
and a half years in therapy. GemIIni works and it works fast. We pulled in the driveway after school 
like we do everyday and I always say we are home. My son smiled today and said "home" for the first 
time. I said, "home yes," and he said "yes." I didn't expect much but thought I would give gemiini a try.
We are thrilled.

Cynthia Golden Davis -Parent



"Kayt loves the movies!!! I am going to forward this to her developmental therapist. She is in the living
room right now saying, “No screaming”. Laura this is awesome!"

Michelle Morton -Parent

“I cannot even express how grateful I am for your kindness. Gabe truly loves them. I am so, so very 
happy that I can give the site to his teacher and he can integrate them into his class. Today was such an 
emotional and hard day dropping him off, you have brought a ray of light to it, and indeed, to Gabe's 
life. Gabe watches the videos every day before school, sometimes at school with his speech therapist. I 
believe they've really helped to center him because he is doing well in school and it has taken much
less time than I anticipated for him to make such a drastic change in his routine. Gabe is vocalizing 
more, though he is not saying full words yet. Thank you a million times over. To have it is a Godsend, 
and so are you. Thank you. Thank you.”

Corinne  -Parent

“The animals really got his attention and we could see he was trying to make the right sounds. Which 
was great to see and hear since all he voices is screams and humming most of time. It takes a lot to keep
his attention at times when doing therapies. Yet these learning videos grabbed him right off the bat.”

Greta Pasley -Parent

“Hi Laura, the GemIIni DVM program is amazing. My son watched it probably 15 times through the 
animals session and he was pronouncing the words clearer and was saying the sounds that they make 
and doing the actions (he has never done either of those before). Thanks for creating an amazing 
program, and I can't wait to see what the following weeks have in store for us.”

Julie Fredin -Parent

“Hi, we have been using the program and have found a remarkable improvement....he clearly said
lizard within minutes of watching the program and yet could not do so after 4 years of speech therapy." 
Nicola Porter -Parent

“Ethan has been doing absolutely wonderful with your program. It is like something is clicking in his 
mind to make all that has been absorbed just roll right out. The "I Love You's", the pointing and saying 
"I want that", and I ask, "And what is that?" and he will make an attempt to sound out the word. ...The 
best part because the communication has increased gigantically; he is less aggressive with his behavior.
...This past week my husband and I have shed many tears of joy. You have saved my son and will



always be very grateful!”

Jessica Smith Perry –Parent

“I would like to thank Dr. Wynne and the GemIIni team for bringing to us the best reading program we 
have invested in for our son. He has not only learned how to read, but his articulation has improved 
dramatically since viewing the GemIIni reading videos. He is excited to show us his reading skills, 
sounding out each word and pointing to the word as he reads. He also clearly articulates blends and 
other sounds he previously had difficulty articulating. The gains were literally immediate. Our son had 
a hard time saying words like "three" and went from saying "free" to "/th/.../rir/.../ee/" after 
approximately two, 15 minute sessions of viewing the GemIIni reading videos. Our son is not delayed 
in reading, we just wanted to help him learn phonics outside of school since he had some delays with 
his articulation. After looking at several other ways to teach phonics, and the amount of time and labor 
(to manage longer lessons and having to get our son to sit and look at a book that he was frustrated to 
read), we found GemIIni which was a teaching method we wanted to try. Our son has viewed GemIIni 
reading videos for 15 minutes per sitting approximately twice per week over the past six months. He 
surprises us everyday reading signs and brochures that he is interested in but far above his reading level,
and he no longer has articulation challenges! Thank you again GemIIni Reading!!!”

Karen F. -Parent

“Two of my kiddos had been in the autism program here at school for 3 years and still didn’t have any 
imitation at all, not even sound imitation. We started GemIIni in September and in the first week I 
noticed their mouths start to move along with the videos. By December they were imitating all sounds 
and words with everyone. By February they were speaking in complete sentences. When you find 
something that works it is so thrilling!”

Alison Clark –Teacher

“My classes are getting into this Gemiini thing! The seventh grade class laughed at the 
spelling/vocabulary videos, and I thought they considered it dorky. Then they said, "Oh, no. We like 
this!"  I was going to have them do the game in pairs, but they asked if they couldn't do it as a class on 
Tuesdays using the projector! That will work better than in groups. About a half hour after we'd 
finished, I heard one of them repeating "aquatic" to himself, slowly and carefully.  His brain was 
repeating what he'd heard even many minutes afterwards... this should be helpful!”

Patricia Hartman –Teacher

“Just wanted to thank you and your team for your enthusiasm and work with our team.  I had an 
experience with one of my students that helped me see the power of Gemiini in a way I hadn’t 
experienced before.  All I can say is “WOW”!  With the right kiddo and the right coach helping 
navigate the system, the possibilities are quite exciting.  This nonverbal little boy was repeating the 



entire sequence of the bubbles social script minus the words…most of the gestures were spot on.  And it
was the social scripts that piqued his interest, not the lessons about specific words/vocabulary.  Quite 
fun to watch as a clinician! Stay tuned…this will be a fun ride for everyone I have a feeling.”

Kelly Siebold – Speech Pathologist

“ I like a team approach and that is always the most beneficial for the children.  When you can have 
teachers, therapists and parents all working together using GemIIni we have seen the most progress. I 
also have varied abilities in my classroom. Some children are here only for articulation needs  are others
completely non-verbal. With GemIIni I can create a session to target all of my kids at the same time…it
is so easy to use and works so well! Since we started using GemIIni in the class I can’t wait to get to 
school every day to see what amazing thing they are going to do next”

Ellie Toone -Teacher

“I have been working with these kinds of kids for 4 years, and when you see them struggling every day 
to make such small gains that it so wonderful and brings tears to your eyes to see them learn so fast 
with GemIIni.”

E. Garindy –Teaching Assistant

“Deceptively simple and jaw-droppingly effective”

Louise Valente. – Speech Pathologist

“I saw these kids in June at the end of school and they started using GemIIni over the summer. I can’t
believe the improvement they made over summer! I have been working with some of them for 3 years
and to see them talking now is incredible”

Kerry R. – Teaching Assistant

“We have been watching the advanced vocabulary even though Justin is only in 5
th 

grade. He loves it!
Today he actually used the word ‘obnoxiously’ in a sentence. We are having a blast with this.”

Shelly T. –Parent



“Within 10 minutes of my 5 year old niece watching the advanced vocabulary she was saying, ‘Why 
are you running amok!’ This is so fast!”

M. Frances W. – Aunt

“My 2 year old has some language delay issues. He understands quite a lot but his articulation is kind of
backwards sometimes. He is watching the GemIIni videos and his speech is so much clearer. He just 
turned 2 last month and he already knows his colors now from GemIIni.”

Marie N- Parent

“He learned all 28 animal names in 3 days! He loves the videos and I think that he could learn as many
as we show him.”

Dr. Magali Hanson – Teacher


